STONE-CRETE
Architectural Formliner System

COLOR AND DESIGN VERSATILITY
LASTING DURABILITY AND LOW MAINTENANCE
DEEP-RELIEF, NATURAL TEXTURES
CAST IN PLACE OR PRECAST
ELIMINATES VENEER DELAMINATION
RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL & PUBLIC WORKS
PATENTED KEYSTONE SYSTEM HIDES SEAMS
**The Look of Hand-Laid Stone**

*Decorative and durable concrete wall system*

**Stone-Crete** architectural-wall systems are cast-in-place and deliver the beauty of stone with the strength and versatility of concrete. With quick installation, the Stone-Crete system is cost-effective compared to natural materials, and unlike veneers there is never the possibility of delamination. Stone-Crete is an ideal choice for foundations and retaining walls, highway sound barriers and subdivision entryways. Enjoy the beauty of hand-laid stone at a fraction of the price. The patented Stone-Crete form liner system creates realistic, deep-relief appearances that are unmatched. For truly unique projects, our state-of-the-art facilities will replicate any of nature’s textures and patterns.

---

**Stone-Crete** walls mimic the look of natural stone with the versatility of concrete without the high cost of labor and materials. Its deep-relief texture and patented coloring process create an endless variety of designs and meet architectural specifications. Stone-Crete is also the formliner of choice for quality precast projects.

Ideal for: Residential | Commercial | DOT
COLOR-CRETE
INTEGRAL COLOR
Liquid and powder forms available in 35 standard colors. Provides intense, uniform color to concrete. Custom colors are available.

FORMSHIELD
PURE
An oil-based, low-voc, concrete form release.

STONE ESSENCE
A water-based stain that creates rich variegated colors. An alternative to acid stains.

STAIN-CRETE
A penetrating acid stain that provides a translucent, subtly-shaded, marbled effect on concrete similar to the appearance of aged, natural stone.

CLEAR SEAL
A clear, non-yellowing, acrylic formula that will protect and enhance the appearance of concrete.

COLOR CRETE
COLOR CHART

NOTE: This printed color chart is for reference purposes only. Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors from actual test samples.

NOTE: Some colors may require additional pigments or admixtures for proper coloration.